


  DTEL-IX is a provider
independent IXP in Ukraine 
with more than 140 members 
connected

The peak traffic exceeds 0.6Tbps

   Customer friendly 24/7 tech 
support and qualified tech consultants

  9 international and 7 national 
re-sellers deliver the traffic of 
remotely connected members

140

  DTEL-IX was founded in 2009 
as independent Ukranian Internet 
Exchange located in NewTelco 
Ukraine DC and BeMobile DC 
in Kiev
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816 EUR
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      RETN’s pan-European DWDM network, stretching 
across 29 countries and 3 continents, provides 
a wide range of possibilities to connect remotely 
to DTEL-IX.

RETN has 32,000 km of lit fibre, with a significant 
presence in Eastern Europe and Russia, and 
offers services at 200+ onnet PoPs, supported 
by the cross-border expertise of RETN’s 
international team.
 
Contact our best performing reseller RETN now 
to request remote access to DTEL-IX.
 
Tel.: +44 20 7517 6400
E-mail: market@retn.net

      BICS is a recognized wholesale capacity 
provider with a global network footprint 
and diverse services portfolio. 

If you've got a request to connect to a number 
of IXes worldwide, get access to Azure, AWS 
and Google Cloud or efficiently route your 
GRX/IPX traffic, you have no other option 
than getting everything in one port with 
BICS.

Make your choice and contact BICS today.

Tel.: +32 2 547 52 10 
E-mail: capacity.trading@bics.com

        Kvant Telecom is a capacity provider in the Western 
part of the Russian Federation. The unique network of 
Kvant Telecom allows customers to connect to DTEL-IX 
from Moscow, Belgorod, Tula, Voronezh as well as from 
Kazakhstan, Kirgizstan, Uzbekistan and China. 

Contact JSC KVANT-TELECOM to get a quote for 
a remote DTEL-IX connection with capacity starting from 
1 Gbps up to 100 Gbps.

Tel.: +7 473 2 330 330
or email carrier sales director: g.chechin@kvant-telecom.ru

      Sofia Connect is broadband and telecommunications 
provider with operations in Central and Western Europe 
countries, Balkan Area, Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia and 
Azerbaijan.

Contact Sofia Connect to ask for assistance in getting 
DTEL-IX traffic in the Balkans and Eastern Europe.

Tel.: +359 242 00300 
E-mail: info@sofia-connect.net



      The Company RASCOM is a telecommunications 
service provider for telecoms and corporate customers 
in the Russian Federation.

Call RASCOM now to order a high-speed, low latency 
connection to DTEL-IX from Russia: 

Vladimir Gromov, Sales director
Tel: +7 812 702-25-24
E-mail: vgromov@rascom.ru  

      Türk Telekom International is 100% owned by
Türk Telekom and acts as its international business 
unit handling international wholesale data functions. 

The company provides single account management 
and unified network operations over the entire 
TTI’s network, which includes 20 countries in Central 
and Eastern Europe, Turkey, Middle East and 
the Caucasus, covering a full range of Internet/data 
services, infrastructure  to incumbents, alternative 
carriers, mobile operators, cable TV companies, ISPs 
and corporate customers. 

Tel: +36 1 888 36 11
E-mail: info@turktelekomint.com

      DATAIX is an internet exchange network, which allows 
to exchange the traffic between operators and content 
generators in 4 countries: Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan 
and Germany.

Call +7 812 612-11-04 to get connected to DTEL-IX via 
DATAIX from the countries listed above.

      IPTP Network provides a unique set of services 
that range from IT consultancy to acomplex 
one-stop-shop infrastructure solutions.

Contact IPTP by e-mail now: sales@iptp.net 



Technical  Insights

Brocade MLXe-16 in the core with 3.9Tbps 
maximum capacity

Extreme Networks Summit edge switches to
serve and aggregate resellers’ links

1Gbps, 10Gbps, 40Gbps and 100Gbps ports

“Great Triangle” optic �ber network connecting
busiest telecom locations in Kiev Newtelco
Ukraine, BeMobile and 9 Leontovicha St.

Own physically protected MMR in BeMobile DC
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